Can initial distribution volume of glucose predict hypovolemic hypotension after radical surgery for esophageal cancer?
We recently reported that the initial distribution volume of glucose (IDVG) reliably measures the central extracellular fluid volume in the presence or absence of fluid gain or loss. We examined which variables, including IDVG, can predict subsequent hypovolemic hypotension produced by the continuous shift of the extracellular fluid from the central to the peripheral compartment early after radical surgery for esophageal cancer. IDVG and plasma volume were calculated after measuring cardiac index (CI), central venous pressure, and pulmonary artery wedge pressure immediately after admission to the intensive care unit. Intraoperative fluid balance and urine volume were also recorded. Postoperative hypovolemic hypotension was clinically defined as systolic blood pressure < 80 mm Hg responsive to IV fluid administration. Either IDVG < 105 mL/kg or CI < 3.4 L. min(-1). m(-2) was associated with subsequent hypovolemic hypotension (P = 0.002 for the former and P = 0.00 03 for the latter), while remaining variables were not. IDVG and CI were well correlated (r = 0.8 7, n = 25, P = 0.0001). Our results suggest that IDVG can help predict the subsequent hypovolemic hypotension early after radical surgery for esophageal cancer. Routine cardiovascular variables immediately after major surgery cannot predict the subsequent hypovolemic hypotension produced by the shift of the extracellular fluid. Glucose dilution using glucose 5 g and a one-compartment model can predict it simply and rapidly.